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way. Most modern systematists try to construct natural systems of classifi-
cations which purport to show the interrelatedness of the various groups of
organisms and how they evolved from one another. To arrive at their
schemes, systematists must consider vast quantities of information drawn
from such widely divergent fields as morphology, genetics, biochemistry,
mathematics and geology. It is a difficult field in which there are many
differences of opinion and unresolved questions.
In recent years there have been several very good books produced by
systematists who have presented their arguments for one or another schemes
of classification of either all plants or the higher vascular plants. Solbrig
feels that most of these textbooks unduly stress the classificatory aspects
and neglect, to at least some extent, the theoretical aspects of the field. He
has tried in this text to present the underlying scientific phenomena used by
systematists in constructing their schemes. The book can either stand alone
as a text for taxonomy courses or as a companion or adjunct volume to
existing taxonomy books. The author knows his field well and writes en-
tertainingly and clearly. Even as a non-taxonomist I found myself caught up
in some of his discussions on the techniques and problems of the systematist.
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One of the more distressing aspects of today's scientific textbooks is that
the long publication delays create a situation in which the average book may
be two to three years out of date at the time of publication. This one is a
notable exception to this phenomenon. Published in 1970, this volume offers
a timely exposition of current thinking in respiratory neurophysiology.
The list of contributors is impressive and the subject matter includes
many innovative concepts such as the role of J receptors (Paintal) and
Epithelial Irritant Receptors (Mills, Sellick, and Widdecombe). An excel-
lent list of references accompanies each paper and this further enhances the
value of this book as a resource text. Illustrations and photographic plates
are numerous and clear. The discussion sections following each paper pro-
vide the reader with insight into current speculation concerning problems
such as breathlessness and the role of the vagus in the control of respiration.
Of necessity much in these discussions is conjecture, but this serves to
stimulate the reader and does not detract from the book's value.
One aspect of the book that this reviewer did find irrelevant was the in-
clusion of an opening chapter concerning the personal lives of Hering and
Breuer. Their translated papers were included in the text of the book and I
felt that the detailed account of their lives was unnecessary.
Clearly, this book is intended to be read by experts and as such, may be
considered to be a reference text. Although selected chapters may be of in-
terest to those with only limited knowledge of the field, the major portion of
the book assumes a sophisticated background in physiology. For those with
expertise in this subject, Breathing is a valuable addition to the available
literature.
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